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today we got 22.7 miles with 42,790 steps and a couple of large trash bags of roadside
litter...booty for the day: two pennies, two bungee cords, one pair of sunglasses, one decent
sized box of 15 amp fuses, one poker chip, one flat screwdriver, one "C" hook and one bicycle
multi-tool...the day started with my attempt to get a breakfast sandwich to go at a restaurant in
Roundup, that got a wee bit complicated (like outta the box folks!!!) so I dropped by the Pioneer
Cafe, nice chat with Dave who is retired army AND and a VERY tasty breakfast sandwich,
THEY know how to think out side the box, YUM!!!...I still have yet to find a decent cup of coffee
in this state, Starbucks anyone!?!?!?...well off to the starting point and guess what!?, someone
forgot to bring the radios!!!...the safety light is now working BUT no radios!!!...oh well life is all
about being flexible so we managed to move from spot to spot with me waving a white trash
bag and other moves...so at the end of the day we got to honor (again) all those whose names
are in the medicine bag since THAT is what this excursion is all about...people who are alive
and well, people who are in the throws of battling disease of some sort and people who have
moved on to the next great adventure...oh as a parting shot at current events, let's replace the
replacement refs!!!, they "try" hard but they ARE outta their league...see ya'll down the
road...CHEERS!!!
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